Penguins, Penguins, Penguins!
Magellan Penguins...largest colony outside Antartica

Currently moulting feathers and won’t migrate until April
They live an average 21 years..
They feathers change within in 90 days of birth

The change in feathers allows them to swim because of the oils
Me and Elisa, my German roommate
you can get really close to the penguins
you can see the change in feathers
penguins are slightly lazy...all under bushes sleeping
looks like a lion-penguin
2 babies wanting food from parent penguin
feeding
Penguin Study

You may observe some people outside the limits of the tourist area. They are part of a group of scientists and volunteers. They are carrying out an ecological and conservation study on the Magellanic penguin through an agreement between the Province of Chubut’s Tourist Office and the New York Zoological Society. The objective of this study is the collection of data to help in the conservation of this penguin colony. We hope you enjoy your visit.

For the next generation

Current trends indicate that about 1/4 of the world’s species will become extinct during the next 30 years. As human numbers increase and their consumption of resources grows, wildlife is increasingly threatened. You can help change this trend: Protect wildlife, use fewer resources.
penguins everywhere!
paradise

a 4th type of llama...like I didn't see enough of them in Peru
Flat tire on the way home
Gailen, a historically Welsh settled town... Tea and cakes

in the middle of nowhere